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I. ABSTR4CT 

Four species of marine w d s ,  all listed as 
threatened or endangered by the IUCN, have been 
documented in the bycatch of North Pacific high- 
driftnet fisheries. Bycatch rate data collected by 
observers, combined with driftnet fleet effort data, 
indicate a total marine turtle bycatch of about 6,100 
Mles in 1990. The overall minimum marine M l e  
mortality due to drihet entanglement in 1F90 was 
about 1,700 turtles. Most of the mortalities were of 
loggerheads taken in the large-mesh driftnet fisheries of 
Japan and Taiwan. A reliable BgeSSment of driftnet 
fishery impacts is hampered by lack of essential data on 
marine turtle population status and dynamics. 

U. INTRODUCTION 

At least four species of marine turtles are caught 
incidentally and killed in North Pacific high-seas 
driftnet fisheries conducted by Japan, the Republic of 
Korea, and Taiwan. Because all marine turtle pop- 
ulations in the Pacific, and worldwide, are considered 
to be endangered or vulnerable, any mortality due to 
incidental entanglement in driftnets is cause for con- 
cern. hge-scale driftnet fishing may impact marine 
turtle populations by increasing mortality on juvenile, 
subadult, and adult turtles. The risk of mortality in 
driftnets is greatest for species which spend much of 
their lives in the open sea, such as leatherbacks and 
loggerheads. Assessing the impacts quactitatively and 
reliably, however, is difficult because essential data on 
population size and age structure are lacking. 

The purpose. of this paper is to summarize available 
information on the affected turtle populations and to 
discuss data bearing on the assessment of driftnet 
fishery impacts. We begin by reviewing information on 
the biology, life history, and distribution of the North 

Pacific marine turtle species encountered to date. in the 
&€tuet fisheries. We summa&e data collected by 
scientific observers from the United States, Japan, 
Taiwan. Canada, and Korea as part of recent cooper- 
ative monitoring programs on the high- driftnet 
vessels. These data provide iusights on many aspects 
of the pelagic distribution and ecology of marine turtles 
in the area of the driftnet fisheries tbat were totally un- 
known previously. We then review preliminary esti- 
mates of the magnitude of the mortality inflicted on 
marine turtle populations by driftna fishing. again using 
data collected recently in the cooperative observer pro- 
grams and additional i u f o d o n  provided by the gov- 
ernments of Japan, Taiwan, and Korea. F d y .  we 
discuss the difficulties of assesSing population impacts 
given the high degree of uncertainty about the actual 
state of the populations and their dynamics. 

IIl. SPECIES AND POF'ULATIONS AFFECTED 

Four species of marine turtles have been positively 
identified in the bycatch of the high-seas driftnet 
fisheries. These are the leatherback (Dermocfietys 
coriuceu), the loggerhead (Curem curezru), the green 
turtle (Chelonia mydar), and the hawksbill 
(Erermcf~etys imbncuru). Although some observers 
have recorded the bycatch of the olive ridley 
(Lqkhdaetys oliwceu) in monitored net sections, their 
identifications have been shown to be either incorrect or 
inconclusive. 

1. LkatherbackTurtle 

The leatherback is the most distinctive and easily 
recognizable of the seven extant species of marine tur- 
tles. This is due to its large adult size, presence of 
seven longitudid dorsal ridges. and absence of any 
cornified epidermal scutes, scales, or claws found in the 
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hardshelled species of marins turtles. The leptherbock 
is black with white speckling on the dorsal surfaces, 
and whitish on the ventral surfsces when five long- 
itudinal ridges occur. The o v d  body has been 
described as deep and somewhat bamel-shaped. having 
a continuous covering of tough rubbery skin (Pritchnrd 
1971.1979; Pritchard and Trebbau 1984; Groombn ' d e  
1982). With a verified maximum weight of over 910 
kg, the lea t tmbd is the largest living turtle. It is the 
sole species included in the family Dermochelyidne; all 
other species of marine turtles are in the family 
Cheloniidae, the socslled "hard-shelled' turtles. The 
front flippers are disproportionately long compared to 
other marine turtles, making thc leatherback a powerful 
swimmer in the open seas that it inhabits. 

Leatherbacks, along with the olive ridley turtle, are 
ecologidy unique among marine turtles by leading a 
completely pelagic exlsteoce throughout life, except 
during nesting. L i e  all marine turtles, the adult 
females must periodically return to land to lay eggs. 
The early life stages of other marine nutles (hatchlings 
and juveniles up to 25-50 cm or m r e  in carapace 
length (CL). depending on the species) all pass through 
a pelagic phase of development (Carr 1986a). Then, 
after several years or more, they recruit to coastal or 
reef areas and establish a benthic existence. 

The I e a t h e k L s  diet is also unique among marine 
turtles in that it consists almost entirely of jellyfish 
(Scyphornedusidae) and planktonic tunicates such as 
Sulps and -soma maces). Leatherbacks are 
known to be among the deepest diving of air-breathing 
vertebrates with depths of 1200 m having been doc- 
umented (Eckert ez al. 1986; Mrosovsky 1987). The 
reason for diving so deep has not been determined, but 
may be related to feeding, or possibly thermoregulation; 
a leatherback may need to cool itself while in tropical 
waters or following strenuous nesting on land. 

The leatherback is a circumglobal species which 
nests on certain selected beaches located between 30"N 
and 20"s. Away from these beaches leatherbacks are 
highly migratory, covering great distances that involve 
intentional movements into temperate and cooler waters 
to forage. Measurements on a leatherback captured off 
Nova Scotia show that the species is capable of main- 
taining a body temperature of at least 18'C above 
ambient seawater of 7.5"C. As with all marine turtles, 
very little is known of leatherback ecology and life 
history when they &bit the open seas. For example, 
post-hatchling and subadult leatherbacks are almost 
never encounted. 

Leatherback populations found in pelagic regions of 
the North Pacific originate from. and return to repro- 
duce, at distant nesting beaches of uncertain identity. 

A plausible nesting beach of origin for leatherbacks en- 
counted by driftnet vessels fishing in the North Pacific 
Transition Zone would be Rantau Abmg in Tmgganu 
State on the east coast of peninsular Malaysia. During 
the past 30 years, the leatheaback population at this 

mptrd 1.000-2,000 fendes nesting a u u d y .  to about 
30-50 nesting females during the 1989 season (Mort- 
imr 1990; see nlso Siow and Moll 1982). h a h r b d t  
nesting sites south of the equator in Irian Jaya (Iudo- 
nesia) may also Contribute to pelagic -oms in the 
North Pacific, although much less is known about them. 

Leatherbacks occurring off Japan (Nishimura 1964) 
very likely originate from one or both of these d g  
areas rn southeast Asia. The l&rbnck's pmetration 
eastward into the North Pacific could be easily facil- 
itated by (but not necessprily require) the Kuroshio 
Exteasion current. Leatherback nesting of any mag- 
nitude elsewhere in the Pacific occurs only along the 
Americas. Major nesting beaches occur from 
Michoacan south to Oaxaca, in Mexico, and in northem 
Costa Rica (Pritchard 1982; Pritchard and Trebbau 
1984). LeatherbacLs from these eastern Pacific nesting 
beeches may as0 contribute to pelagic poputahons 
encountered by driftnets in the North Pacific. since the 
species is commonly seen in higher latitudes of the 
eastem North Pacific off Canada and the U.S. The 
leatherback nesting population on the Pacific coast of 
Mexico is probably the largest in the world, numbering 
thowands of femaies annually, but its current 
conservation status is unclear. 

Worid-fpmWS nesting berth hns declined fnrm .II 6- 

2. LoggerheadTurtle 

The loggerhead is a bardshelled marine turtle with 
an elongated reddish-brown campace having five vert- 
&tal sates and five (but sometimes only four) pairs of 
costal scutes. The plastron and other ventral surfaces 
are yellowish-white to yellowish-brown. The head, 
which has two pairs of prefrontal scales, is we, 
broad. and triangular with powerful jaws. Adults have 
a smooth carapace meesuring 70-90 cm in length st the 
onset of sexual maturity. The maximum adult size of 
the loggerhead rareiy exceeds 100 cm CL. In juveniles 
up to 35-50 cm CL the carapace has projections or 
elevated knobs toward the posterior of each vertebral 
scute and, to a lesser degree, each costal scute (Dodd 
1988; Groombridge 1982; Pritchard 1979; Pritchardaod 
Trebbau 1984). 

The loggerhead is a circumglobal species found in 
temperate and subtropical watexs. Nearly all nesting 
(except for the Westem Caribbean) takes place north of 
25"N or south of 25's. Adult loggerheads undertake 
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lengthy reproductive migratjons to and from their 
historical nesting sites, but dispersal patterns in foraging 
areas are not well known for any population. 

rapidly d p  from their natal beaches and enter into a 
p e b c  and planktonic stage of development where they 
are only rarely located and d e d .  The time s p a t  in 
theopen ocean is believed to last for at least three, and 
very likely five or m ~ e  yeazs. Reseaxch conducted by 
Carr (1986a, 1986b), and more iecmtly by Bolten and 
Bjomdal(1991), hes shown rbat some young Atlantic 
loggerheads feed at the surface over deep water near the 
Azores, where convergemes and downwelling wncen- 
trate available food such as coelenterates and other 
planktonic invertebrates. The loggerheads in this 
pelagic region almost certainly originate from major 
nesting beaches in the Southeastem United States. 
Passive drift in the Gulf Stream and North Atlantic 
Gyre, in combination perhaps with periods of residency 
in smaller local ocean gyres. has been proposed to 
account for the turtles' hypothesized eventual return to 
the Americas. Upon returning, at a size exceeding 50- 
60 cm CL, recruitment to benthic habitats takes place. 
As benthic dwellers at this larger size loggerheads 
continue to be carnivorous, but now feeding primarily 
on molluscs and crustaceans. 

In the North Pacific, where until recently even less 
was known about the ecological geography of immature 
loggerheads, the only major nesting beaches are in the 
southern part of Japan along the east and west coasts of 
Kyushu, the southeast coast of Shikoku, and the south- 
east and northeast coasts of Honshu (Nishimura 1967; 
Uchda and Nishiwaki 1982; Dodd 1988). Although 
reliable counts are not available, as many as 
2,000-3.000 loggerheads may nest annually on beaches 
throughout Japan. 

In the temperate zone of the South Pacific, log- 
gerhead nesting is widespread and abundant in Queens- 
land and western Australia, where in excess of 3,000 
females are estimated to nest annually (Limpus 1982). 
In the Eastern Pacific, along the Americas, as well as 
in the central Pacific. nesting loggerheads are. virtually 
nonexistent. However, large numbers of subadult log- 
gerheads have been reported over deep water 42 km off 
the Baja California coast of Mexico (Dodd 1988; Bakw 
1989; Bartlett 1989). to southern Mexico and Pacific 
Central Amenca. loggerheads are exceedingly rare, if 
in fact they occur there at all. The origin of young 
loggerheads off Baja California is therefore an enigma 
in need of investigation. The possibility exists that 
these turtles may be part of the Japanese population. 
Some support for this hypothesis has been provided by 
Uchida and Teruya (1991) in reporting the recovery of 

As with other matine turtles, hatchling loggerheads 

a tagged loggerhead found 75 km off San Diego (South- 
ern Gdifornia) that had beea released 2.3 years earlier 
off Okinawa at a size of 17.5 cm canpace length. 

Immature loggerheads munmtered during driftnet 
fishing in the North Pacific most probably originate 
hmnesting beadm in J-, king trrmsported to the 
north and east by the Kuroshio aud its exteosion. The 

Baja California to the C k u W a m x s  off the Amres, 
raises the possibility of pelagic Pacific-wide migmtioos 
by the Japanese loggerheads. Additional resarch will 
be n& to confirm or reject this hypothesis. 

3. CreenTurtle 

apparent similarities of young loggerhead.6 reported off 

The green M l e  is a hard-shelled marine turtle with 
a smooth heart- ranpace having five vertebral 
scutes and four pairs of costal scutes. The head is 
relatively small and anteriorly rounded with a single 
pair of elongated prefronrai scales. The coloration of 
the carapace in adult green hutfes, as well as immature 
size classes, varies coosiderably, ranging from black to 
brown, olive, yellow and combinations thereof. The 
plastron and other ventral surfaces range from pure 
white in the juvenile to yellowish and orange in the 
adult. However, greea turtles that nest on the Pacific 
coast of Mexico. oftem ref& to as the "black We" ,  
are distinguished by their heavy black dorsal pigment- 
ation. a highly arched campace. small site at the onset 
of sexual maturity (70 cm CL compared to > 82 cm CL 
elsewhere), and considerable grey or black pigment in 
the plastron (Hirth 1971; Pritchard 1979: Pritchard and 
Trebbau 1984; Groombridge 1982). 

The green turtle's lower jaw-edge is coarsely ser- 
rated corresponding to strong grooves and ridges on the 
inner surface of the upper jaw. This generic feature 
relates to the fact that green turtles are the only marine 
turtle with a nearly exclusive herbivorous diet (e.g. sea 
grass and algae) following their recruitment into shallow 
benthic habitats from the pelagic phase of development. 
Nutritional limitations of herbivory (Bjorndal 1982) 
result in green turtles exhibiting generally slow xates of 
growth and a delayed sexual maturity estimated to be 
15-50 years in the wild. The average adult size of the 
green turtle varies tetween nesting sites (e.g. 92 cm in 
Hawaii. 105 cm in Surinam) where migrations are per- 
iodically undertaken and nesting females show a strong 
fidelity throughout their reproductive life. 

The green turtle is a circumgloba and highly 
migratory species nesting mainly in tropical and 
subtropical regions. It inhabits waters that Usuatly 
remain above 20°C in the coldest month. Like other 
marine Curtis, the species should not be regarded as a 
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single i n t d m d q  ' .8sembLge,Wratherasa 
complex of poplatiom, or stock units, having 
grnphially discnb nesting sites. These brsading 
populrtioPa have tittle, if MY. ability to demo- 
grephiuliyreiuforaaaeauother. OnceapopllPtion 
hasbecllckphd.thereis no evideaatbat it can be 
restorsd over fomeeabk tims by turtlea originatkg 
fromotherpopllrtions. 

Approxinntcly 150 sqmnte nestiag colonies for the 
greeaturtlcuGJ[IIowDworldwide. boweva only .bout 
10-15 of these uc &&red large enough to involve 
2.000 or more neging f d e s  per yew (Groombridge 
1982). In the Pacific, major populations uc restricted 
to Australia, Mexico, and Malaysia. Small. and in 
many cases redwed, nestiag colonies of green hutles 
are scatted throughwt the insular Pacific islands of 
Polynesia, MicrowsiP, and Melanesia (Forsyth and 
Balm 1989). 

Green turtles encountered during driftuet fishing in 
the North Pacific may originate from a number of 
hewn proximad, or mea distant. breeding colonies in 
the region. However, the most likely candidates would 
include French Frigate S h d s  in the Hawaiian I s l ~ d s  
(Balpzs 1980, Bdaa n al. 1990) and the Ryukyu and 
Ogasmwarcr IslsnQ of Japan (Suganm 1985; Uchida 
and Nishiwaki 1982). 

4. HnwksbillTurUe 

The hawksbill turtle is a hardshelled &e turtle 
distinguished by its narrow head, tapering beak, thick 
overlapping scutes (know in commerce as 'tortoise- 
shell" or "bekko'), and a strongly serrated margin to 
the carapace. The head has two pairs of prefrontal 
d e s ,  while the carapace has five vertebral scum and 
four pairs of costnl scutes. There arc highiy variable 
colour patterns to the carapace ranging from clear 
amber to brown to black. The plastron in the adult is 
usually pure yellow or orange-yellow, while juveniles 
frequently have Iarge black spots on the plastron. Mean 
carapace lengths of adult f e d e  hawksbills range from 
66 cm to 86 cm worldwide (WitZeil 1983; Pritchard and 
Trebbau 1984; Groombridge 1982). 

The hawksbill occurs circumglobally and is the most 
tropical of all marine turtles. Nesting is widespread. 
but sparse, in tropical regions worldwi&, large nesting 
colonies are atypical. In benthic habitats. following an 
unknown developmental period spent on the high-seas, 
hawksbills forage principally on sponges. In the Pac- 
ific, with the exception of AustmliO, nesting does not 
occur in abundance (Groombridge and Lxxumore 1989). 
The hawksbill is commonly considered one of the most 
endangered species of marine turtles due to the long 

history of intenmh '4 commacul . t r ade in  
tortoiseshell. - driRnet t iskien umy origiaate from theproximal, 
albeit low bel. nesting sites to the soathwest in the 
HPw0ii.n Islands (6ee Bsl.zs u al. 1990). An alter- 
Mtc. o r d d i t i d .  originanybebacbes in t b e d  
of Japan, including the Ryuhr ISl.nds md 0- 
wherchnwksbill nesting occurs as a m weat (Uchida 
and Nishiwaki 1982; r(lnrenh * 1987; Tmya and 
Uchida 1988). 

IV. SOURCES OF MARINE TURTLE 

hwksbius in the North MC high- 

MORTALXTY 

Marine turtles have been adversely affected by an 
array of human-induced factom tbat have resulted in the 
species being designated as threnteaed and endnngered. 
Declines in marine turtles have brought them under res- 
trictive. but by no means fuily effective. internatid 
tnde agreemeats by consenting nations (CSTC 1990, 
Groombridge and Luxmoore 1989). 

All &e turtle life stages are susceptible to 
huamu-indd morrplity. On nesting beaches direct 
exploitation of turtles for meat, eggs, hides, and other 

I d  utilirntion. For example. in Kagoshime Pre- 
fecture, Japan, loggerhead eggs arc  taka^ for I d  
consumption. and fishermea o h  take the adults to eat 
whenever a~~~untered in the ntlvshore waters (Deguch 
1991). Ln the Ogespwara Islands, green turtles are. 
hunted for food by the 1 4  inhabitants, and subadults 
are commonly caught and drowned in m o n o f i b t  
fishing nets (Suganuma 1991). Likewise, in the 
Hawaiian Islands green turtles were historically har- 
vested by the indigenous population, and later by 
European settlers. Although protected now by Hawaii 
state and U.S. Federal laws, they are freqmtly Wed 

On nesting beaches and in neprshorewoteis. habitat 
degdation and destruction have occuned from such 

traffic, erosion control. sand mining, vehicular traffic 
on beaches, and artificial hat ing  that repels the adults 
and disorients the hatchlings. Human alteration of ter- 
restrial habitats can also chauge the feeding patterns of 
natural predators, thenby increasing predation on 
marine turtle nests and eggs. 

Petroleum and other forms of chemical pollution 
affect turtles throughout their marine and terrestrial 
habitats. Direct pokoning. as well as blockage of the 
gastroinrestinai tract by ingested tar balls. has been 
reported. Low level chemical pollution possibly caw- 

products rakes place for both C0mmerci.l markets and 

in inshore glllnets targeting fish. 

diverse factors as coastpl developmmt. drsdging. vc66tl 
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ing imrmmosuppression has beea suggested as one fac- 
tor in the epidcnric outbreak of a tumour disease in 
green turtles (B.lrzs md Pooley 1991). Plastics ad 
other persistmt buoyant debris discharged into the 
ocean are now .Is0 recognircd as hnrmful pollutants, 
especially to juvenile md subadult turtles in the pelagic 
eavinmment. Bo&theemm&mmtin,adingeaiian 
of, this synthetic debris have been documented (BpLnrs 
1985; CM 1987). 

The iacideatpl capture md mortnlity of turtles has 
been docummtcd in vsrious fisheries. including those 
using longlins, trawls, purse seines, and gillnets 
(Crou~e 1984). In the North plcific, the incideatal take 
of leatherbacks in the high-seas driftnec fisheries was 
first reported by B a l ~ z s  (1982a). who earlier (Balm 
1982~) had described the occurrence of leatherbacks in 
the region as reported to him by commercial fkhemen. 
In the Eastern Tropical Pacific marine turtles are some- 
times taken in tuna p u m  seines and throughout the Pac- 
ific they are occasionally hooked or entangled by tuna 
longline gear. Little quantitative information on such 
incidental capture has beea available. Recently, how- 
ever. Nishimura and Nabhigashi (1990) estimated that 
in the North Pacific and South china Sen S p p r o x i ~ l y  
21.200 turtles, including loggerheads and greens, were 
captured each year in tuna longlines and bottom trawls, 
with a reported d t y  of 12.300 turtles per year. 
The estimates were based on turtle capture rates 
reported in a survey of fisheries research and training 
vessels and extrapolated to total longline fleet effort. 

V-STATUS O F  MARINE T U R T L E  
POPULATIONS 

The leatherback is listed as endangered worldwide 
by the International Union for Conservation of Nature 
and Natural  resource^ (IUCN), and it appears on 
Appendix I (most restrictive category) of the 
Convention on International Trade in Endangered 
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES). The species 
is also listed as endangered under the U . S. Endangered 
Species Act. 

The loggerhead is listed as vulnerable worldwide by 
the IUCN, and it appears on Appendix I of C m .  
The species is listed as threatened under the U.S. En- 
dangered Species Act. 

The green turtle is listed as endangered worldwide 
by the IUCN, and it appears on A p F d i x  I of CITES. 
The species is listed as t b a t a e d  under the U.S. En- 
dangered Species Act, except for nesting populations in 
Florida and on the Pacific Coast of Mexico where they 
are listed as endangered. 

The hawksbill is listed as endangered worldwide by 
the IUCN, and it appeared on Appendix I of CITES. 

It is a h  l i d  as endpngered under the U.S. 
Endangered Species Act. 
h the cpoc of Pacific latherb.cks, hvksbda . .ad 

the iiawaiian gma turtle, available data indicate that 
current populations are at much lower levels thrnthose 
~ e d h i s t o r i c a l l y .  L e s s a p p e a l s t o b e ~ . b o u t  
J s p n c s o  loggeheds and gmen &ea. 

Moat available i n f d o n  00 marine turtle stock 
sitc pertah to nesting f e d e s  .ad is o f t m p i d ,  
qualitative and BWcd0t.l. Because nesting f e d -  are 
accessible, however, it is relatively easy to m e y  
nestiag popuiPtioos and estirmtc hatcbkg w o n .  
kssessment of jwmile and subadult nbmdance is much 
more difficult. In Hawaii the gmm turtle ncstiug 

nually since 1973. Although there is considerable inter- 
annual variation in the estimates of nesting f e d e s .  the 
trend appears to be upward, possibly a result of state 
and fedend laws protecting turtles from exploitation. 
Tag-recapture methods are now being uplored to esti- 
mate inshore populat~ons of Hawaiian green turtles: no 
results are yet available. Models to determiac likely 
population recovery rates are also under developmat. 

Virtually nothing is known h t  the csp.city of 
marine turtle poputations to compensate for inuuscd 
mortality through deasity-dependent changes in growth, 
mahvation rate, remigration intervat, clutch Size, or 
other factors. Considezable variation in growth rates 
has been docummtedamongtagged turtlesin thewild, 
even within single populations (Balazs 1982b; Bjorndal 
and Bolten 1988a, 1988b). Observed growth rate vari- 
ation may have genetic origins or be due to differences 
in ambient tempera- or quality of forage. Conceiv- 
ably, growth rates could also depend on the quantity of 
food available. While the latter possibility may suggest 
that densitydependent growth compensation is possible. 
such responses have not been demonstrated. Except on 
turtle nesting beaches, where nest superimposition has 
bem observed and suggested as a mechanism of density 
dependence in hatchling production (e.&, Bustard and 
Tognetti 1%9), commwts about density-ht 
compensation are speculative. Further, given the long- 
evity and late -on of marine turtles. population 
recovery is likely to be very protnrcted and decades 
may be required to rebuild depleted nesting popht~ons 
unless mortality rates are reduced sharply in all age 
groups. 

VI. BYCATCH IN THE DRIFI'NET FlsHERlEs 

COIOUY at Frmch Frigate Shoals has been pssessed an- 

1. Species Composition and Bycatch Rates 

In the first multinational observer program. the 1989 
pilot program on Japanese squid driftnet \msels, 9 of 
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the 22 marine turtles recorded in the bycatch were 
ldwbacks; the mnnider were unidentified. More 
extensive data c0Ueded in the 1990 observer programs 
in the Japanese, Korean, and Taiwanese squid d r i h e ~  
fleets, and the largemesh driftnet fleets of Japan and 
Taiwan, have shm that the autle bycatch spscies 
composition varies considuably between the fisheries 
(Table 1). In the JlmaDecember 1990 Japanese squid 
fishery. observers ideatilied 77.1 % of the 35 marine 
turtles seen in the mmitored bycatch as leptberbscks 
and 2.9% as loggerh&, the other 20.0% were un- 
identified. In the 1990 observer p r o g r a m s  on Korean 
and Taiwanese squid driftnet vessels themonitored 

bycatch (a combid total of 8 turtles) included 
leptherbscl. greea~. loggehd,  and uuideatified tudes 
(notdiffereatiatedbetweeuleatherbacfrandhard-shelled 
species.) 

In the large-mesh fisheries of Japan and Taiwan the 
turtle species composition of the monitod bycatch 

on Japanese large-mesh vessels, conducted between 
September 1990 and May 1991. the monitored bycatcb 
of 289 turtles cOOsisted of 50.2% loggerhedx 31.1% 
unspecified hard-shelled turtles, 10.4% greens; 5.2% 
unidentified turtles; 2.8% leatherbacks and a single 
(0.3%) hawksbill (Table 1). The monitored bycatch on 

appears tc be quite different. In ths observer program 

Table I .  SpeciU composition and avenge bycatch rater (number pcr millioa stnndnrdilpd tMs or  pdo) of t'nafk tustlep in the 1990 
squid driftnet f i s h u i u  ofJapan, Korea, and Taiwan, the 1990 large-me& driftnet fishery of Taiwan, and the 1990-1991 
large-mesh driftnet fishery of Japan. 

SQUID FISHERIES 
~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~ 

Japan TaiWM Korea 

Monltorcd effort 2.28 0.17 0.61 
(millions of m s  or poks) 

Species Bycateh CPUE Pcrccnt B y m h  CPUE P a c m t  Bycatch CPUE P-f 

Leatherback 21 11.8323 77.14 0 0 . m  0.00 2 2.9866 33.33 
Loggerhead 1 0.4382 2.86 0 0 . m  0.00 0 0 . m  0.00 
Grccn 0 0 . m  0.00 I 5.8680 50.00 I 1.4933 16.67 
Hawksbill 0 0 . m  0.00 0 0 . m  0.00 0 o.oo00 0.00 
Unspecified hard-shelled 0 O.oo00 0.00 I 5.8680 50.00 0 0 . m  0.00 
Unidentified 7 3.0676 20.00 0 o.oo00 0.00 3 4.4799 50.00 

35 15.3381 100.00 2 11.7361 100.00 6 8.9597 100.00 TOTAL 

LARGEMESH FISHERIES 

Japan Taiwan 

Monitored effort 
(millions of m s )  

0.51 0.19 

Species 
~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~~ 

Bycatch CPUE Percent Bycatch CPUE Percent 

Leaherbtick 8 15.6375 2.71 8 41.0362 10.53 
Loggerhead 145 283.4301 50.17 8 41.0362 10.53 
Grecn 30 58.6407 10.38 0 0 . m  0.00 
Hawksbill I I 9547 0.35 0 o.oo00 0.00 
Unspecificd hard-shelled 90 175.9221 31. I4 5 25.6476 6.58 
Unidentified I5 29.3204 5.19 55 2a2.ia6 72.37 

TOTAL 289 564.9055 100.00 76 389.8435 100.00 

_ _  __ -. 
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Taiwanese latge-mesh vessels included 76 marine tur- 
tles, of which 10.5% wen leatherbacks, 10.5% were 
loggerheads, 6.6% were unspecified hard-shelled tur- 
tles, and 72.4% wen completely unidmtified. 

In addition to the differences in species composition 
of h e  turtle bycatch, observer data indicate substantial 
differences in marine turtle bycatch rntes between squid 
and large-mesh driftnet fisheries. In the Japanese squid 
driftnet fishery, 1990 observer data showed an aggre- 

ized tans (a s t a n d a n i k d  tan is defined as a 50 rnlength 
of driftnet.) In the 1990 Korean squid fishery, the tur- 
tle bycatch rate was 9.0 turtles per million s t a n d d i z d  
poks (equivalent to tans). The *rile bycatch rate was 
11.7 turtles per million tans in the 1990 Taiwan- 
squid fishery. 

In the large-& driftnet fishery the o v e d  turtle 
bycatch rate was 564.9 turtles per million tans for Japan 
(1990-1991 season) and 389.8 turtles per million tans 
for Taiwan (1990 season). The ratio of turtle by& 
in the large-mesh driftnet fleet to the bycltch rate in the 
squid fleet was 33: 1 for Taiwan, and 3 7 1  for Japan. 

2. Turtle Size Composition 

gate bycatch rate of 15.3 turtles per million stnndard- 

Information about the sire distribution of marine 
turtles in waters fished by the high-seas driftnet fleets 
did not exist prior to the cooperative observer pro- 
grams. Observer guidelines for all U.S. observers, and 
most other observers, called for them to measure the 
curved carapace length of each turtle encountered or, if 
accurate measurements were impossible, to estimate the 
carapace length. We do not yet have access to all turtle 
length data collected, but those available to us provide 
a preliminary assessment of length composition. 

Estimates or measurements of leatherback carapace 
lengths ranged from 70 cm to about 300 cm, with most 
falling between 100 cm and 200 cm. Almost all leath- 
erbacks dropped out of the nets during retrieval or were 
cut out before being decked, so lengths were simply est- 
imated, often roughly. It is likely that many of the 
leatherbacks encountered were ma-. 

Loggerheads ranged from 12 cm to about 90 cm 
CL. There was a b i d  distribution, with most tur- 
tles falling b e t w e  40 cm and 80 cm, and a somewhat 
smaller cluster between 10 cm and 30 cm (Figure 1). 
Many loggerheads were decked and accurate measure- 
ments were made. Available data on growth rates and 
size at maturity suggest that the majority of loggerheads 
encountered were immature. 

Green turtles ranged from 24 cm to 49 cm CL, and 
also showed a bimodal distribution, with one group 
shorter than 35 cm and a second group longer than 40 

cm (Figwe 1). All green blrtles messured by obscrvm 
wereilnmmue. 

The single hawksbill recoded by au observer was 
46 cm CL. and was immahue. 

3. Spatial Distribution of tbe Turtle Bycatch 

The temporel and spotinl variation in turtle bycltch 
rates and factors affecting them are still being studied 
nnd will be the subject of a later report (Balaza and 
W&eralI in pnp) .  A pnlhhu'y arulysis, however. 
shthat l -  wem taken over a wide range of 
longitudes.froml56"Wto 15O0E,andatMtudesfrorn 
3 ION to43ON. Loggerficpds were also enwunterrd over 
a wide area, from 154"W to 150"E. and from 28"N to 
39"N. Greenturtles wereidentified in the bycatch from 
I54"W to 154"E. and from 28ON to 37"N. The single 
hawksbill was encountered at 173"E and 29"N. These 
descriptions of distribution are based on the combined 
datafrornthe1989and 1990observerprogramsbutmask 
any monthlyvaziations. which wehave not yet analyzed. 
Further, they indicote only the spatial distribution of 
turtle bycatch within the range of the monitored fishing 
effort, not the poteotinl sphd distribution within the 
bruader range of total flee4 effort (Figures 2-5). or the 
potential spahal distribution of the turtles themlves. 

4. Total Byrawl in the %uid Driftnet Fsheries 

Estimates of total bycatch may be made by ex- 
panding the bycatch rate statistics by the total fishing 
effort exerted by the squid driftnet fleet. Some of the 
fleet effort data essential to the reliable estimation of 
bycatch levels are not yet available. Further. all est- 
imates involve assumptions which may not be ver- 
ifiable. In several instances the bycatch estimates 
discussed here are preliminary but should at least 
indicate the general magmtude of the bycatch. 

In the 1989 Japanese squid driftnet fisheq 22 huties 
were counted by observers in 1.4 million monitored 
tans of fishing effort. Since the total fleet effort was 
34.4 million tans, a simple expansion of the sample data 
provides a total bycatch estimate of 529 turtles. By 
dividing the data into time-area strata, BalPzs aad 
Wetherall (1991) estimated a total bycatch of 544 
turties, all species combined (95% confidence interval 
360-742 turtles). If the 544 turtles are apportioned by 
the species composition of the monitored bycatch the re- 
sults suggest a total bycatch of 222 leatherbacks and 
322 unidentified turtles. Using the s ~ m e  data but 
different assumptions, Yatsu and Hay- (1991) est- 
imated a total bycatch of 472 marine turtles including 
221 Ieatherbacks and 251 other turtles. 
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Table 2. Eaimewd b y w h  of marine tunlea (number of tunles) in the 1990 squid drifrnct fuheria of Japan. Kom. and Taiwan. the 
1990 largc-mcrh dr- fishcry of Taiwan, and the 199&1991 large-mah driftnet fishay of Japan. 

I ~ r g d & a h  Fish- Squid Fisheries 

Spcciu Japan Korea Taiwan Total '4- TlliWM Tocal 

Loggethcad 5 1 .m 3.489 4.689 
Grocn 248 248 

Lcarhcrbadc 300 45 411 456 

Hawlobdl a 8 
Uospocifd hard-shell& - 
UOidaitifiCd 101 

Total 406 22 1 28 655 1.501 3.900 5.401 

In the 1990 Japanese squid driftnet fishery, ob- 
servers documented the bycatch of 35 turtles in 2.3 mil- 
lion monitored tans. A simple estimate of total bycatch, 
given the total fleet effort of 22.8 million tans, is 347 
marine turtles. Empirical bootstrap distributions of total 
bycatch, based on a time-urea stratification of the quid 
driftnet fishery data (Wetherall and Yong 1993). are 
375 turtles of all species (approximate 95 96 confidence 
limits, 255 and 499). and 264 leatherbacks (approximate 
95% confidence limits, 176 an& 357). Yatsu and 
Hayase (1991), using a similar procedure, estimated a 
total fleet bycatch of 300 leatherbacks, 5 loggerheads, 
and 101 other (including unidentified) marine turtles. 

In the 1990 Korean squid driftnd fishery, the total 
fleet effort during the April-December fishing season 
was 24.6 million poks. U.S. and Korean observers 
monitored 2.7 46 of the effort, documenting a bycatch of 
6 turtles, a bycatch rate of 9.0 turtles per million poks. 
A simple. direct estimate of the total turtle bycatch by 
the I990  Korean squid fleet is therefore 221 turtles. 
The sample size is too small to allow a reliable division 
of the bycatch by species. 

Estimation of the total turtle bycatch in the 1990 
Taiwanese squid driftnet fishery is complicated by the 
lack of reliable information on total effort by the Tai- 
wanese squid fleet. The official Taiwan govemment 
statistics indicate a total effort of 11,266 vessel days of 
fishing by the combined squid and largemesh driftnet 
fleets. We assumed that about 113 of this effort was 
directed at squid, or 3,755 vessel days, equivalent to 
3,755 fishing operations. U.S. and Taiwanese 
observers counted 2 turtles in the monitored net 
sections of 353 fishing operations. The total number of 
turtles entangled per fishing operation is therefore 
estimated to be 0.0076, assuming that the observers 
monitored 75% of the total tans retrieved during the 
monitored operations. Thus the total marine turtle 

bycatch for the Taiwanese squid driftnet fleet in 1990 is 
estimated as 28 turtles. This cannot be reliably 
*honed by species. 

The combined estimate of 1990 marine turtle 
bycatch by the three squid driftnd fleets is 655 tur- 
tles (Table 2). Because of the very d l  samples 
seen in the Korean and Taiwanese fisheries we m 
reluctant to estimate totd bycatches by species. 

5. Total Bycatch in the Largemesh Driftnet 
Fsheries 

Fleet effort data for the 1990-1991 Japanese large- 
mesh driftnd fishery (the season extended from August 
1990 through May 1991) were made availablejust prior 
to the revision of this paper and we have not yet 
carefully analyzed them. They indicate. however, a 
total effort of 2.665,474 standardized tans in 3,488 
fishing operations. In 513,367 tans momtored by 
observers (involving 829 fishing operations), the 
aggregate bycatch of d e  turtles was 289 hutles. or 
563.0 turtles per million standardized tans. Expanding 
this bycatch rate by the total fleet effort provides a 
provisional total bycatch estimate of 1,501 turtles for 
the 1990-1991 fishing season. Apportioning the total 
bycatch according to the observed species composition 
provides the following bycatch breakdown: 42 
leatherbacks; 753 loggerheads 156 green turtles; 5 
hawksbills: and 545 unidentified curtles, of which at 
least 467 were unspecified hardshelled turtles. A 
further allocation of the unidentified bycatch pccordig 
to the species composition of the identified turtles yields 
the following overall results: 45 leatherbacb. 1.200 
loggerheads; 248 green turtles; and 8 hawksbills. 
These estimates arc only rough approximations. and are 
subject to revision after a more thorough analysis of 
time-area variations. With respect to precision of the 
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estimates, however. we note that observers monitored 
19.2% of the total standrrrdizcd taas deployed by the 
fleet, and 23.8% of the fleet's fishing operations. 

Estimation of bycatch in the 1990 Taiwanese large- 
mesh driftnet fishery is compiimted by the lack of 
reliable fishing effort data. There apparently is no way 
to spparate driftnet fl& effort statistics into squid and 
large-mesh compooents. The official Taiwan fishing 
statistics indicate a total driftnet fleet effort of 11,266 
fishing operations in 1990. The proportion of these 
involving large-& gear was probably about 213, 
based on the distribution of catch rates of the target 
species in each fishery, flying squid (ommasrrepher 
bomumi) and albacore (7hmw alalungo). This 
division suggests a total large-mesh effort of about 
7,500 operations. Assuming that observers counted the 
bycatch in an average of 75% of the total driftnet 
deployed in each momtored operation. the bycatch rate 
of marine turtles was about 0.39/0.75 or 0.52 turtles 
per large-mesh fishing operation. Expanded to the 
entire fleet, these figures give a rough estimate of 3,900 
turtles taken overall by the Taiwanese fleet in 1990. 
The breakdown by species would be approximately as 
follows: 41 1 leatherback turtles: 41 I loggerhead turtles; 
and 3,078 unidentified turtles. Allocating the 
unidentified turtles is more difficult, but it is likely that 
most of these turtles were loggerheads. Under this 
assumption, the composition of the 1990 Taiwanese 
large-mesh fleet turtle bycatch is estimated to be 4 11 
leatherbacks and 3.489 loggerheads. 

Combining these estimates, we judge that tbe total 
take of marine turtles in the 1990-1991 season Japanese 
largemesh fishery and the 1990 Taiwanese large-mesh 
fishery was about 5.401 turtles (Table 2). The 
aggregate species composition was approximately as 
follows: 456 leatherbacks, 4.689 loggerheads. 248 
green turtles, and 8 hawksbills. 

The total marine turtle bycatch in the 1990 squid 
driftnet fisheries of Japan, Korea, and Taiwan, the 1990 
large-mesh fishery of Taiwan, and the 1990-1991 large- 
mesh fishery of Japan was estimated to be 6,056 (Table 
2). 

VII. TOTAL MORTALITY IN THE DR-T 
FISHERIES 

1. Status, Condition, and Disposition of Turtles in 
the Bycatch 

Driftnet observer data include assessments of the 
status, condition, and disposition of entangled turtles. 
All observers noted the condition of turtles encountered, 
according to the following criteria: 

dad - turtleshowednosignspflifewheaitwur 
decked or seen dropping out of the net. 

alive - turtle was released alive after being 
decked, or dmppsd out of the net alive 
before being decked, and was thought to 
have a high pmbability of survival. 

unknown - condition of turtle could not be 
determined, or turtle was alive but in 
such poor condition that its survival was 
d d e r e d  unlikely. 

In addition to collecting basic data on condition, 
U.S. observers were required to complete a special data 
form for each turtle encountered which provided further 
information on whether the turtle was decked, cut out 
of the net, or dropped out of the net before beiig 
decked. 

In the Taiwanese and Korean squid driftnet 
fisheries, the number of turtles recorded in 
monitored net sections were too few to assess 
reliably the proportion of turtles in each condition 
category. But data from the 1989 and 1990 Japanese 
squid driftnet fisheries indicate that a b u t  80% of the 
turtles in the monitored bycatch were released or 
dropped out 'alive". 

In the case of large-mesh driftnet fisheries, where 
more turtles were entangled, better estimates of turtle 
condition are available. In the 1990-1991 Japanese 
large-mesh fishery the percentages of M l e s  in the three 
categories were: 

~~ ~~ 

TOTAL PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT 
SPECIES TURTLES DEAD WM WXNOW?i 

Lcathcrback 8 0 75 25 
Loggerhead 145 22 13 5 
Green 30 30 63 7 
Hawksbill 1 100 0 0 
Unspecified 90 23 66 1 1  
Hard-shelled 

7 66 21 

Total 289 22 69 9 

Unidentified 15 

Overall, in the 1990-1991 Japanese large-mesh 
fishery 22% of the turtles seen entangled in monitored 
net sections were 'dead". In the 1990 Taiwanese large- 
mesh fishery 32% of the turtles were classified as 
'dead'. Most turtles observed on Taiwanese large- 
mesh vessels were not identified to species. 

Leatherback turtles. which predominated in the 
monitored squid drifmet bycatch, were typically so 
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large that they dropped out or tore out of the net during 
retrieval or were cut out of the net without being Wed 
aboard. Some turtles, paaicularly leathehacks. 
classified as in all 'unknown' condition were le.leased 
alive but swam away from the vessel still entangled in 
pieces of corktine and webbing. Nthougb the fate of 
such turtles is unknown, it is highly likely that they 
eventually died or were debilitated due to continuing 
entanglemeat. In the I a r g e - d  fisheries. where a 
greater number of hlrtles were enmunted, data 
collected by U.S. observers indicate that 40% of 
entangled leaherback turtles were decked, compared 
with 83% of the loggeheads and 100% of the green 
turtles. U.S. observers noted that decked turtles were 
often treated harshly by the crews before being returned 
to the sea. 

2. Estimates of Total Mortality 

Estimates of the minimum mortality due to 
driftnets may be computed by multiplying the total 
bycatch estimates by the proportions of entangled 
turtles classified as 'dead' at the time of retrieval. 
This procedure gives only lower bounds to 
mortality for at least two reasons: (1) the numbers 
of "dead' M l e s  probably underestimate the true 
mortality of turtles entangled in monitored fishing 
operations, and (2) the mortality rates in monitored 
operations may underestimate mortality rates in the 
fleet at large. In regard to the first reason. in 
each of the other condition categones, 'alive" and 
'unknown', there were undoubtedly some turtles that 
died later as a result of handling or their 
entanslement in the driftnet. It is impossible to 
know how many of such turtles died. However. 
many turtles in the 'unknown' category probably had 
little chance of survival, since they were still 
entangled in fragments of driftnet webbing and line 
or were severely injured. Other turtles in the 'alive' 
or "unknown' categories likely suffered physiological, 
stress or debilitation (Kemmerer 1989. and other 
studies cited in Eckert 1991) as a result of 
entanglement or handling. With respect to the 
second reason, i t  is at hest debatable whether 
entangled turtles were treated as carefully on 
driftnet vessels not c a v i n g  scientific obseP,ers(the 
vast majority of the fleet) as on vessels with 
observers, and whether all decked turtles were returned 
to the sea. 

Observer data indicate that in 1990 the Japanese 
squid driftnet fishery inflicted a minimum total 
mortality of 81 turtles. Most o f  the mortality 

involved learherbacls. Applying the same criteria and 
mortality rates to the Korean and Taiwanese squid 
tisheries, we roughly estimpte an aggngntemort.lity 
of 131 turtles in the thne quid driftnet fisheries in 

In the large-mesh fisheries, where more data are 
available, the following mortality estimares were 
derived for Taiwan (1990) and Japan (1990-1991 
-). 

1990. all species combined. 

SPECIES JAPAN TAWAN COMBINED 

Lcarherbadc 0 103 103 
Loggerhead 264 1.116 1,380 
Grm 14 0 14 
Hawksbill 8 0 8 

Total 346 1.219 1.565 

These rough mortality estimates for single fishing 
seasons provide only a narrow glimpse of the driftnet 
fishery impacts on marine turtles. A full assessment of 
impacts would consider the turtle mortality generated by 
the driftnet fleets over their entire history and geo- 
graphical range. Unfortunately, sufficient data are lack- 
ing. No bycatch data are available prior to the 1989 pi- 
lot observer program on Japanese squid vessels, yet the 
squid driftnet fisheries have been operating since 1979 
or 1980. Similarly, the large-mesh driftnet fishery of 
Japan has been in existence since the early part of this 
century, with significant offshore expansion occurring 
in the 1980s. The Taiwanese entry into large-mesh 
fishing, directed at albacore. has been more recent. 

Knowledge of effort history in the large-mesh 
fisheries is particularly important because of the higher 
rates of marine turtle bycatch in these fisheries. Only 
limited data are available, however, on the large-mesh 
effort prior to 1990. In the case of Taiwan, the com- 
hied squid and large-mesh fishing effort in 1989 was 
17,598 fishing days. 56% higher than the effort in 
1990: the breakdown by fishery is unknown. Likewise, 
the fishing effort by the Japanese large-mesh fishery 
was probably greater prior to the 1990-1991 season, 
when the first observers were deployed, but reliable 
effort estimates are not available. Fleet data reported 
by Watanabe (1991'1 suggest that Japanese large-mesh 
vessels engaged in roughly 8,300 fishing operations in 
1988. considering only those driftnet vessels over 100 
gross tons, or 10.300 operations if all vessels over 50 
gross tons are included. This is 2.5-3.0 times greater 
than the total effort reported for the 1990-1991 large- 
mesh driftnet tishing season. The only data available 
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that might indicate the history of Japanese large-mesh 
effort is the number of vessels registered to opemte in 
the fishery. In 1988 the number of registered vessels 
was 459, well below the peak fleet s k  of 717 vessels 
in 1982, and below the 1980-1988 mam of 529 reg- 
istered vessels. These data imply that the average 
annual effort during 1980-1988 may have been about 
9,500-11,900 operations. If turtle bycatch rates in the 
Japanese large-& driftnet fishery throughout the 
1980s were similar to the 1990-1991 bycatch rates, that 
fleet may have killed each year roughly betweea 1,OOO 
turtles (minimum mortality, as detined above), and 
5,000 turtles (if all turtles e&angled were killedj. 
Clearly such estimates are highly qxculative, but they 
indicate the possible magnitude of turtle mortality given 
the best information available. 

The minimum total turtle mortality in the North 
Pacific iugh-seas driftnet fisheries may have been on the 
order of 2,500 turtles per year during the late 1980s. 
The actual mortality was probably greater than this, but 
less than the estimated total driftnet bycatch of perhaps 
9,000 turtles per year. Based on 1990 observer data, 
most of the mortalities would have been loggerheads 
taken in the Japanese and Taiwanese large-mesh 
fisheries. 

vIII. POPULATION IMPACTS 

Assessment of the impacts of driftnet fishing on 
marine turtle populations requires a comprehensive 
understanding of their biology, population size, pop- 
ulation structure, and factors affecting population 
dynamics. As indicated, to make reliable assessments 
i t  is also essential to know the history of mortality in 
the population, including mortality inflicted by driftnet 
fisheries. There are large gaps in our understanding, 
however. Most turtle research has focused on the bio- 
logy of nesting populations and hatchling production. 
Little is known about the long juvenile and subadult 
phases of development. in which the turtles are gen- 
erally inaccessible. As a result, information on 
population age StNCNre and survivorship is lacking. 

Until much more is known about population 
structure and abundance. realistic mathematical models 
of turtle stock dynamics are unfeasible. However, 
numerical models of population dynarmcs based on 
preliminary data may be useful in pointing out critical 
assumptions, identifying data needs, and suggesting the 
possible maptude of impacts. 

A significant difficulty in modelling the response of 
a turtle population to driftnet fishing mortality is un- 
certainty ahout the population's resilience to increased 

mortality. It is d l e  to assume that a turtle 
popuiaticm in relatively pristine state hns some up.city 
for compensption, e+. through increases in density- 
depeodent growth rates or acceleration of repductive 
schedules (Wilbur and Morin 1987; F- 1983). 
Faster growth at lower stock densities may siiortea 

W e  are unaware of evidence of dd tydepmdeot  
growth in marine turtles, but the possibility is suggestat 
by the wide vpriationS in growth rates observed in many 
popuiations (Balazs: 1982b; Crouse and Crowder 1987). 
As indicnted above, however, any suggestion of deasity- 
dependent compensation is speculative. Growth rate 
variation may be due to factors independent of pop- 
ulation density and food supply, such as heredity and 
ambient temperature. Further, populations already 
redud well below pristine levels through harvesting of 
various life stages, environmental degradation. and 
other sources of increased mortality may have little 
remaining capacity for compensation. 

exposure to mortality risks and accelemte matunri on. 

1. Hawksbill Impacts 

The estimated 1990 bycatch of hawksbills in the 
driftnet fisheries was 8 turtles, based on a single 
hawksbill identified in the monitored bycatch of the 
Japanese large-& fleet. No hawksbills have been 
identified in the squid fishery bycatches. This estimare 
suggests that the impscts of the driftnet fisheries on 
hawksbill populations ~ t e  probably &or, barring ser- 
ious biases in the monitoring programs, much larger by- 
catches of hawksbills prior to 1990, or the possibility 
that the turtles killed were offspring of a single, s a d ,  
isolated nesting colony. In this regard, we note that in 
the endangered Hawaiian hawksbill population only 
about 15 females are thought to nest each year. 
Hawksbill nesting colonies throughout the central and 
western Pacific are typically small, and most have 
undergone severe declines from human harvesting for 
local consumption or international commercial trade. 

2. Loggerheadhpacts 

Some perspective on driftnet mortality impacts may 
be provided by computing the expected hatchling pro- 
duction and abundance of juveniles and subadult turtles 
under specific assumptions about stock origin and sur- 
vivorship. In the case of loggerheads, it is reasonable 
to assume that most loggerheads taken in the driftnet 
fisheries originate from nesting colonies in Japan. 
While a comprehensive inventory of nesting is not 
available. some data on nesting activity have bem re- 
ported. For example, Kajihara ez al. (1991) reported 
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that the number of loggerhads which "landed" on 
beaches in Ksgoshinu Pnfactun in 1990 was 4,401. 
This statistic was 2,933 in 1989. 2.725 in 1988, and 

fer to the total number of individual females nesting 011 

these beaches, but rather to the aggregate number of 
emergaces or crawls by a d e r  number of females 
hauling out repewdly during the nesting season. If so, 
tha perhaps 500-1.000 loggerheads nested in 

assuming 3-6 e- per nester. Loggerheads .Is0 
nest in other regiuns of Japan, and we consider it likely 
that 2,000-3,000 loggerhads nest annually in Japan. 
Loggerheads are also known to nest in China and else- 
where in the western North Pacific outside Japan but we 
do not know the magnitude of these populations. 

' ed the life history and 
environmental requiremeats of loggerheads and re- 
viewed available information on mortality and re- 
productive biology. Based on his account, we would 
expect an annual nesting population of 2,000-3.000 
loggerheads to produceapproximately 600,OOO-900,000 
hatchlings (300 per nesting female) each year. Roughly 
0.3-0.4 perceat of each brood, aocording to Nelson 
(1988). would have to survive to adulthood to maintain 

ditions. one can calculate steady-state, age-specific 
abundance and nahlral mortality levels that would 
prevail under various maturetion schedules and 
survivorship curves. For example, Table 3 shows 
the expected relative size of the juvenile and subadult 

2,296 in 1987. we a&ulme that these figures do not re- 

Kagosbima Prefecture each year in recent years. 

Nelson (1988) 

the stock at a constant level. Assumin g Such MU- 

populPtion (xj), comppred with an initial cohort of 
6oo,OoohptChlings, ~severrlco~iontionsoffirst-  

percmtovenlllswivrlframhPtcblingto.dult. The 
year survival rate and age at maturity, assuming a 0.3 

stmdy-state annual natural mortality levels of j u v d e s  
and subadults (M,) axe also given. The equilibrium 
abundsnce and mortality levels for j u v d e a  and sub- 

expected. Simiiarly,thesteady-state~ofjwe- 
desandsubadultsisdirsctly related to age at maturity. 
and the sustninnble mortality rate in theae age groups, 
14,. is inversely related to age at maturity. 

The wide range of outcorns in Table 3, to- 

addts are i n v d y  related to first-year sunrival rate, as 

with OUT uncertainty about critical population para- 
meters. point out the difficulty of assessing high* 
driftnet impacts. For example, if age at mahuity were 
25 yrs and survival during the first year were 25%. a 
geometric mean survival rate of 83 % would be required 
in juvenile and subadult age classes to maintain the 
population at equilibrium with a 0.3 percent batchling- 
adult survival rate. Under these conditions the steady 
state abundar~m of juveailes and subadults would be 
1.45 times greater than the annual hatchling 

produced annually, ajuvenileand subadult population 
of about 870.OOO-1,300.000 l o g g e h d s  would d t .  
The annual mortality to juvenile and subadult logger- 
heads, under these equilibrium conditions, would be 
on the order of 15O,OOO-22S,ooO turtles. On the other 
hand, if hatchling survival were only 10%. then the 
number ofjuveniles and subadults in a steady-stlte 

production. If 6oo.oO0-9oo,oO0 hatchlings were 

Table 3. Annual Survival ratc for juvenile and subadult turtles (S ). relative juvenile and subadult popd.4tiOZI size (x,), and annual 
m O d i t y  of juvenile and subadult turtles (M,,). under v&ous combinations of first-year survivd rate,and age at maturity. 
given a hypothaicd steady-statc hatchling production of 6oo.M)o tudes and hatfhlmg-badult survwd of 0.3 pcrMt. 

Age at First-year Survival Rate 
Maturity 10% 25% 15 96 

I5 yrs 

25 yrs 

30 yrs 

78% 

0.44 

58.200 

73% 

0.91 

148.200 

67 % 

2.26 

448.200 

86% 

0.70 

58.200 

89% 

0.88 

58.200 

83 % 

1.45 

148,200 

86% 

1.77 

148,200 

19% 

3.56 

448,200 

83 % 

4.39 

448.200 
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populntion wwld be amsidedly lower. as would be 
the annual mortality sustakble by the popdation. 

The actual rbpndnnce and age structure of juvenile 
and subadult loggerheads in the North Ppcific are UXI- 

knm. Thc only pertinent information avpiloble ap 
pears to be theanedotd report by Barttett (1989) of an 
aggregation of immature (20-80 cm CL) loggeheds 
feeding on pelagic nxl crab (PIMoncodcrprCmipcr) off 
Baja California Sur, Mexico. Bprtlett qecuhed that 
there were Inore than 100,Ooo turtles involved. Based 
on tag-and-recapture data (Uchida and Teruya 1991; 
also see Balazs 1989). juvenile loggerheeds in the east- 
em North Pacific are likely to be from Japanese nesting 
Stocks. 

Under some of the wnditions given in Table 3, an 
annual mortality by driftnet fisheries of 1.500 log- 
gerheads, or even 5.OOO loggerheads, would have a re- 
latively small impact compared with the total mortality 
in the population, provided driftnets killed turtles from 
the younger age p u p s  rather than late subadults and 
the population compensated adequately. Carapace 
length data collected by driftnet pro- observers sug- 
gest that juvenile loggerheads were most at risk from 
driftnet fishiug in 1990 (no data are available for earlier 
years of the large-naesh driftnet fishery). Under other 
conditions, however, the impacts of a 1.5OG5,ooO log- 
gerhead kill in driftnets would be very significant. Suf- 
ficient data are not available to allow a reliable assess- 
ment of actual driftnet impacts. No reliable estimates 
of juvenile and subadult abundance or survival rates are 
available. Nor are there. data to indicate recent trend 
in the loggerhead population or the capacity of the pop- 
ulation to compensate for fishing mortality. 

In any case, the available data indicate that the 
impacts of the squid driftnet fisheries on North Pacific 
loggerheads are probably negligible. The impacts of 
the large-mesh fisheries are greater, but their magnitude 
cannot yet be reliably determined. 

3. GreenTurtlehpacts 

Parallel reasoning can be applied to green turtles to 
explore a range of possible driftnet fishery impacts. In 
the case of green turtles the likely sources of turties tak- 
en in the driftnet fisheries include the nesting colonies 
in Hawaii ( d y  at French Frigate Shoals) and Japan 
(principally in the Ogasawara Islands), each locale 
about equidistant from the driftnet fishing area where 
green turtles have been encountered. In the Hawaiian 
green turtle population, the number of nesting females 
at the key nesting beach has fluctuated during a 16-yr 
period of monitoring. But recently the state-wide 
population of nesting females has avetaged about 300- 

400 females annually. producing about 150,000 hatch- 
lings. The Ogasnwara Islnnds gzem turtle nesting 
populahon has recenrly numbered about 200 females per 
year (Suganump 1985). The combined annual hrtchliag 
proddon from the Hawaiian and Japanese stocks of 
green turtles may thmfore be about 250,Ooo h.tch- 
lip. As with loggerheads, under CeNaia -om 
the estimnted 1990 driftnet kiu of about 100 gr#p tur- 
tles (perhaps 250 if all entangled turtles died), mostly 
early j u v d e s ,  would represeat a relatively smd frac- 
tion of the total j u v d e  mortality in the popuktion. 
Again, under other sets of assumptions the imppcts 
would be a great deal more severe. 

As with loggerheads, the availsble observer dets 
indicate tbat impacts of the high-seas 4uid driftaet fish- 
exies on green turtles are probably negligible. Impncts 
of the Iarge-mesh fisheries are greater, but cannot be 
reliably assessed without more information about pop 
dation trends and natural mortality levels. Nevetthe- 
l e s ,  stocks of green turtles in Hawaii, Japan. and other 
locales have been severely reduced over the years. Thus 
any mortality by the driftnet fisheries will at the very 
les t  impede recovery of the populations. 

4. L e a ~ c k k n p a d s  

The population dynamics of leatherback turtles are 
even less well understood than those of other marine 
turtle species. The stock origins of leatherbacks killed 
in the North Pacific high-seas driftnet fisheries are 
unknown. The possibilities include nesting colonies in 
Mexico, where an estimated 30,000 females may nest 
each year (Pritchard 1982); Irian Jaya, Indonesia, where 
some 13,000 nests (equivalent to about 2.000 nesters) 
were recorded in 1985 (Bhaskar 1985); Malaysia and 
China. The number of nesters in the Chinese pop- 
ulation of leatherbacks is unknown. The nesting pop- 
ulation in Terengganu. Malaysia, once substantid. has 
declied severely over the past 35 years, due primsrily 
to heavy egg depredation. The estimate of beach land- 
ings by nesting leatherbacks at Terengganu dropped to 
only 280 in 1985, down from about 11.ooO landings in 
1956 (various sources cited by Eckert 1991). At any 
rate, the total Pacific leatherback hatchling production 
from these various sources is probably several million 
hatchlings per year. 

The impacts of the driftnet m o d i t y  clearly depend 
on the stock origins of the leatherbacks encountered in 
the fisheries. If the IeatherbaCLs killed in the driftnet 
fisheries are from the stocks nesting in Mexico or Indo- 
nesia, the driftnet fisheries would appear not to be a 
significant source of mortality to the populption(s), 
compared to other sources. However, if the leatherback 
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mortality in the drillnets involves turtles from the Ma- 
laysian stock exclusively the imppCt would be signifi- 
ant, since the dri ftnctsqpcuto take mostly subdult 
or adult lepthabrcks Recovery of the Teru~ggaau 

and a halt to egg depred.hon. But such meaauea 
would be ineffective without equpi efforts to reduce 
mortnlity to the sharply Qclining numbsrs of adults and 
subadults (Cmuse and C m d e r  1987). There arc no 
data to indicate whether the iertherbscks takea in the 
driftn#fisheries.nfmmrbedepletedTemggauupop 
ulation, fromthe more robust stocks in Mexico or In& 
nesin, or from a multitude of stocks. The issue cannot 
be resolved without illformntion 011 :eatherback stock 
structure and migntion routes. Leatherback impacts 
appear to be of similar magnitude in the squid and 
large-mesh driftnet fisheries. probably because the spg 
c i a  is distributed rhroughout the fishing grounds. 

To summarize. a compreheasive, reliable assessmeat 
of the impacts of North Pacific high- drift.net fish- 
eries on marine turtles is impossible without a better un- 
derstanding of turtle population sizes, stock origins, ex- 
ploitation history, aad papulation dynamics. Under cer- 
tain assumptions about stock origins, swivorship, and 
other pprameters it may be argued that the mortality in- 
flicted by driftnet fisheries in 1990, when all fisheries 
were monitored. had relatively little impact on marine 
turtle popuhons with other sources of mor- 
tality. Under other assumptions it may be conciuded 
that driftnd fishing mortality was indeed significaat. 

Nevertheless, incidental mortalities of marine M l e s  
in high-seas driftnet fisheries add to losses due to other 
factors, many of which have not abated or have even 
accelerated. Drift.net mortalities therefore impede M- 
t i o d  and international efforts to recover marine M i e  
populations, all of which are classified either as en- 
dangered or threatened by the IUCN. 
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